
Year 4 Timetable 27th May 2020 
 

Reading 
Mission:   
30 
minutes  
  

Children to read or support them to read the following text. 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
After they can answer these questions. These can be verbal answers or they could be written down 
or typed. Children could even draw their responses. Suggested answers are in italics.  
How many oceans are there? 
 
List the layers of the ocean in order, starting with the shallowest. 
 
Which facts are true about Sunlight Zone? 

a) It is up to 1000m below the surface of the ocean. 
b) There is plenty of heat. 
c) Humans enjoy this layer for swimming.  
d) There are very few creatures living there.  



Which layer can humans explore wearing a protective suit? 
 
Find and copy a phrase which shows the Abyss is very dark. 
 
What is the name of the deepest part of the ocean explored by humans? 
 
Why do some of the creatures in the Midnight Zone make their own light? 
 
Why is specialist scientific equipment needed to explore the trenches? 
 
 
 
 
 
How many oceans are there? 
Five. 
List the layers of the ocean in order, starting with the shallowest. 
The Sunlight Zone, The Twilight Zone, The Midnight Zone, The Abyss, The Trenches. 
Which facts are true about Sunlight Zone? 

a) It is up to 1000m below the surface of the ocean. 
b) There is plenty of heat. 
c) Humans enjoy this layer for swimming.  
d) There are very few creatures living there.  

Which layer can humans explore wearing a protective suit? 
The Twilight Zone. 
Find and copy a phrase which shows the Abyss is very dark. 
Pitch-black 
What is the name of the deepest part of the ocean explored by humans? 
The Mariana Trench. 
Why do some of the creatures in the Midnight Zone make their own light? 
Your child’s answer. E.g. to find food to eat in the dark. 
Why is specialist scientific equipment needed to explore the trenches?  
Your child’s answer.  

 

Writing 
Mission:  
 30 
minutes 

Today you are finishing the next three days of your diving diary. What might you find? 

Maths 
Mission:   
30 
minutes   

We have decided it would be a good idea to explicitly set some times tables practice every day to help keep us 
sharp! You could have your own mini-test at the end of week, and send me the results if you like! As a 
reminder, there are plenty of online games to help practise these as well (e.g. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button). 
 
Today’s times table is the 11 times table. 
 
Finding the perimeter of rectangles is fairly straightforward; they have 2 sides that are the same, and 
another 2 sides that are the same. Finding the perimeter of rectilinear shapes (shapes that have been 
made from two or more rectangles) is a bit trickier. These shapes can look like the letter T or L, H, F or 
other shapes with rectangular blocks and right angles.  
 
BBC Bitesize has a set of lessons and activities here, including one using your squares from yesterday:  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkhwqp3 
 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkhwqp3


Alternatively you can complete this activity: 
 

 
 

Topic 
Mission:  
 Day 3 

 Today we are going to figure out how to complete a truly massive task – drawing a life-size blue 
whale!  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Luckily, blue whales are quite easy to draw – finding the space will be the problem. They can be nearly 
30 metres long! For this activity you will definitely need a measuring tape.  
 
Here are a few suggestions: 

 If you have a garden, you might be able to fit the whale in from the end of your garden to the 
front of your house. The trick here would be to make it go through walls at the right place. You 
do not have to draw it; maybe you could make an outline out of socks or sticks or any other 
material. 

 If you have a quiet street, you could draw it on the pavement in chalk – staying sensibly 2 
metres away from anybody passing by!  

 You might have a quiet open space nearby, such as in a park or empty sports area.  

 If there are no real-world places you can create your whale – can you figure out how you could 
make one of the right size in Minecraft? 1 block is 1 metre.  


